
Buying and Selling 

 

 

Products 

Imagine you are buying some things in a street market. Look at this conversation. 

А - Good morning.  
В - Good morning. А kilo of onions, please. А - There you go. Anything else?  
В - Yes. I’ll have а large beetroot.  
А - One large beetroot. Anything else?  
В - That's all, thanks.  
А - ОК. That’ll be € 1 please.  
В – Here you are. Thanks.  
А- Bye 

 

 

In pairs, choose one of these shops and write а list of the things you sell. Write а few items to buy from each 

of the other shops. One of you will go shopping and the other will stay to mind the shop. Have 

conversations like the one on the board in each shop. 

 

chemist,                   market stall,                    newsagent,                      butcher,                      bakery,         
computer shop,                     post office,                       DIY shop,                      sports shop 

 

 

Money 

Ask each other questions about the things you have with you in class, using buy, pay, spend and cost. Follow 

this sequence and then make an offer for the thing in question. 

How much did you buy your pen for? I bought my pen for € 3. 
How much did you pay for your pen? I paid €3 for my pen. 
How much did you spend on your pen? I spent €3 on my pen. 
How much did your pen cost? My pen cost €3.  
I’ll give you €2 for it. 
 

 

 

 



Small ads 

Have you ever bought anything second-hand, advertised in a newspaper or on a notice board? What was it? 

Was it a bargain?  

Work in pairs. (Designate alternate pairs A and B.)  

Pair A, you are putting an advertisement in the local paper. The ad is 'House Clearance:  

everything must go.' Brainstorm ten items to include in the sale and give each a price,  

e.g. cooker € 50, racing bike €20. Make sure you both make a copy of the list. 

Pair B, you are trying to furnish the house as cheaply as possible. Write a list of ten items and a budget for 

each one. Make sure you both make a copy of the list.  

Swap partners with another pair and role-play this telephone conversation.  

Student A, try to sell all your items for the best price possible, even if they're not on Student B's list.  

Student B, find out if the items you want are for sale. Get as much information as possible, and try to 

negotiate a better price. 

 


